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About This Game

It all started in March 2020... Scientists began experimenting with new forms of energy and they accidentally opened a weird
portal. First, nothing happened, but strange creatures appeared after some time. They left the portal and polluted our world with

their dirty magic, killing millions of people. Our civilization has collapsed.
However, as long as even one man can still hold a gun, there is hope for this world. So take your rifle and kill as many of the

creatures as you can. Drown these damned faeries in the sea of their blood… Make them pay for their crimes…

*** Game Features:
- See the sunrise over the majestic forest, feel the breathing of the grassy flatlands on a night of the full moon, admire beautiful

and compelling 3D graphics.
- Explore and experience the indefinite, procedurally generated world, which is always full of surprises.

- Create a new universe with just one click.
- Plunge into the fast action using the most interesting kinds of weapons of the 20th century.

- Test your skills and face the challenge of an infinite number of waves.

*** Current state:
The game is a working version and it offers a few hours of entertainment. It has the following features:

- Indefinite, dynamically generated world, currently two kinds of biomes: Mixed forest and grass. It includes villages, a
cemetery, a road and some smaller structures.

- Eight enemy characters.
- Ten kinds of weapon.

- Infinite number of waves with increased level of difficulty.
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*** Questions & Answers :
- Q: Why Early Access?

- A: At present, the game is at a finished development stage and it offers a few hours of good fun. However, we want to develop
it further and we will be happy to hear your comments and suggestions. We also want to know if you like the game concept. The

further development directions of the project depend on the community’s opinions.

- Q: But… magic is, after all, good. Why do we have to shoot at beautiful faeries and nice horses?
- A: No, it is not. Magic is a dirty superstition from the Dark Ages and it does not match the world where a human can take
steps in space and create multicore processors. It does not go hand-in-hand with the civilization which has discovered and

invented penicillin, a rocket engine and income taxes (ups… we went too far…). And magic that kills can get only one answer.
Take a rifle and show that the modern society is not naked when confronted with aggressive and wild multitude of superstitions.

- Q: Why does this game require so high technical specifications?
- A: We try to optimize our games in the best possible ways, but it is worth to remember about the magnitude of dynamically
generated space with beautiful live 3D graphics. All the aspects related to physics, day and night system, weather, light, world

generation and fights are dynamic. The shadow of the smallest blade of grass, lunar phases or rock shapes – all these things
should look real and the accuracy of their reality is one of the crucial characteristics we have focused on. We also want to offer

the players the world of the vast space. At the maximum value of the setting parameter of Number of Sectors Visible, the
maximum visibility of single trees is over 500 meters, which means more than 100 hectares of the space offered immediately to

the player.

- Q: How can I improve game performance and increase the number of frames per second?
- A: Press Escape button and move left the scroll bars which refer to: Number of Sectors Visible and Grass Density. Press

Escape again in order to verify if the changed settings work the way you expect. You can also reduce the parameter of Graphics
Quality, but it can result in some graphics artefacts and can significantly lower the quality of the game visualization.

- Q: What is the purpose of the game? Can it be over at some point?
- A: The goal of the game is to have fun when fighting the enemies and exploring the world. The waves of opponents are never

over and every one that comes next is more difficult than the previous one. The player can also explore the indefinite world
travelling for hundreds of kilometers and searching for new weapons, interesting structures and stunning landscapes.

- Q: I’ve discovered a game error. What should I do?
- A: Send us an email or start a new discussion thread, trying to describe the steps that resulted in the error in the best possible

way. Describe also your equipment configuration.
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Title: Bloody Faerie
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
EJRGames
Publisher:
EJRGames
Release Date: 28 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 7/8/8.1/10

Processor: Intel CPU Core i7 3770 3.4 GHz or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 660 / Radeon HD 7870

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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My instincts and experience tells me that this is a quickly patched together bunch of purchased assets with only a desire to make
a quick buck... But I could be, and I hope that I am wrong. Because what we have is a visually pleasing forest map with floating
clouds, trees blowing in the wind, and nice background sounds of wind, birds chirping above, and crickets.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=KxcH_lQqP2s&feature=youtu.be

Right now, by far the biggest problem with this game is unchallenging and boring combat that is about as lack luster as it gets.
The enemies presently offer ZERO challenge barely scratching you even if you stand right in front of them and take everything
they got.

With a little more work, I feel like this game could be a pretty good bang for the low price tag. Time will reveal to us if this is
actually a product built with a passion to make a fun game.. or if it is just merely another low effort patched together assets cash
grab. If I was a betting man, I'd bet on the latter, but maybe the devs will make it a mission to prove me wrong!

My Score in the above video is a 63%, mostly helped by offering a pleasanty surprising world compared to my expectations
going in. If price wasn't considered, this game would be about a 3 out of 10 right now.

I CANNOT recommend this, despite the nice looking world or map they use here. If the devs prove me wrong and make the
combat actually challenging and fun, and add in some a loot searching system or loot\/resource drops from the mobs, I'll
definitely give this a look in the future and re-evaluate it.. great game i love the map but the game for each wave it a repeat over
and over again
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